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In Your Own Words is a collection of thematic articles that 
give an insight into the experience of teaching at the Royal 
College of Art. 

It is designed to provoke thought and discussion on the 
nature of art and design education within a specialist 
postgraduate institution.
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From the start I thought that working as a technician would be more like 

working on a project instead of just working through a dry job description. 

The role can be quite diverse, and can involve anything from solving 

computer problems to helping students or staff in their project work. There is 

increasingly more need to involve oneself in training, for example in training 

students to use different software, but this constitutes only a small part of 

the role. In reality, the most important quality in a technician is the ability to 

work under intense pressure from students and staff who are relying on you 

to help them find a solution to their problems. That can sometimes be very 

inspiring as projects are quite diverse. I think that this diversity is what some 

of the technicians appreciate most about the College, as it provides them with 

a certain amount of freedom from routine.

A technician’s job can be quite challenging if you apply yourself to it in 

the right way and enjoy those moments when the project you are working 

on, or the problem you are attempting to solve, comes together. There are 

other challenges, often not related to education itself, such as the challenge 

in working with students who come from many countries and continents and 

have different needs and levels of understanding and patience. There is also 

the constant striving to stay ahead of technology and to be able to grasp new 

and exciting techniques, or to learn, for example, new hardware or software. 

And there is the occasionally challenging technician/academic divide. Some 

people seem to expect a technician to solve all their problems in work and 

beyond, which is unrealistic and can lead to a great deal of frustration. 

However, these people are usually a minority. 

To be able to explain a problem or demonstrate an issue, it is important 

for technicians to be sound and confident speakers, and to avoid being either 

arrogant or patronising. It is common practice for demonstrations to be 

held for a group of people, but the way in which demonstrations or training 

sessions are held at the College can be quite different. I’ve found that in 

corporate environments it can be much easier to explain the workings of 

Jovica Jocic
Computing Support Technician, 
Architecture
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a particular piece of software or the details of a problem under discussion 

without being hurried along by someone who does not have a minute to 

spare. Such demonstrations are usually held in environments where you can 

dedicate time to the subject, and the people in attendance generally want to 

learn the subject in hand thoroughly and put their minds to it accordingly. In 

the College environment, however, this is sometimes quite different. Students 

can be impatient and unwilling to listen to lengthy explanations, making 

elaborate answers all but impossible. When one has five or more students this 

can be very frustrating. For this reason I prefer one-to-one contact, as it is 

more personal and there is more time and space in which to discuss the issue 

at hand. It can differ from person to person, depending on one’s preferred 

method of demonstration as well as what it is that is being demonstrated. 

I come from a fine art background, and had never really considered 

working in education. I do not think of this as a career move. However, I 

have been working for three years now as a technician and I would not be 

doing so if there weren’t some job satisfaction. In my final year at university 

I took a year long course in teaching methods, but that feels like a very long 

time ago. I do not think that I want to go into teaching. At the moment I 

would consider my role in the course team as supportive. I can help with 

certain subjects and generally keep the wheels on during the course period. I 

steer clear from giving lectures, but it is sometimes very satisfying to see the 

impact on student work of my help and advice.

I will avoid giving any advice to students in relation to their attitudes and 

conduct towards technicians, but I would certainly say that sometimes there 

is not enough respect given by students (or staff) for what we do or try to 

do here. Two years at the RCA is not an indefinite amount of time. Using 

someone’s experience and knowledge that is given so readily and unselfishly 

can be a unique opportunity that has to be grabbed. Although lots of people 

think that technicians are less educated or somehow inferior because of their 

role, this is a total misconception. There are very few technicians here at the 

The most important quality in a 
technician is the ability to work 
under intense pressure.
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College that I know of who do not have an MA or equivalent qualification. 

More importantly, though, many of the technical staff have worked or are 

still working at the forefront of their own fields, and this is even more  

reason to ask for their help and assistance, as their knowledge and experience 

can be invaluable.

So maybe, for many technicians, the role isn’t simply about having a job, 

but instead about giving a little knowledge and experience back.

Jovica Jocic is a technician in Architecture and Design Products.  He studied 

Painting and trained as an animator at Central St. Martin’s and the 

University of Fine Arts, Belgrade, and has also worked as a textile designer 

at Pazuki and a background artist at BKN Media.
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The term, ‘Sculpture Technician’ has become an abbreviation for a complex role 

within the general aims of the Sculpture Department. Historically such a job 

description might have included piece-moulding, chasing or patination, welding, 

grinding and polishing or other such artisan activities, but these skills form only 

a small fraction of the expertise relevant to the contemporary sculpture student.  

Although traditional approaches to sculpture are still practised within the 

Department, the end of year exhibitions display an entire assortment of media, 

scale and processes.

RCA Sculpture Students working in the studios today have diverse and 

eclectic practices that reflect cutting-edge art production. With their different 

backgrounds and experiences, the year group reflects current trends of fine art in 

all of its wide-ranging forms. The emphasis within the Sculpture School though, 

is still ‘thinking through making’.

The School’s ethos is not about delegation or separating the activities 

of artist and artisan—few processes are farmed out or bought in—here the 

relationship between studio and workshop is indefinite: one informs the other. A 

glance inside each studio alcove will reveal some form of making, from carving 

in stone to a photo-shoot, from a life-cast to a freestanding collage.

Each workshop is geared up to handle many of the limitless processes 

associated with the manufacture of contemporary art. They can be utilised in 

a variety of ways, from the humdrum endeavours of the perfect plinth to a 

spectacular display of new form invention. The occasional student will request 

the size of something by drawing in the air. Others will have extracted data 

from the 3D modelling suite and give a measurement to the nearest 10th of a 

millimetre.  Some may have a sketch on an envelope. Such idiosyncrasies enter 

the studio and exhibition space with requests such as, “eye level” or “as thick as 

a finger width”. To some, the workshop is a place to perform mundane actions.  

To others it represents the beginning of a journey. Either way, witnessing and 

assisting the transition of material into art is the reward.  

Fundamentally the workshop is an open arena in which the discourse 

continues between ‘the object’ and ‘its subject’. Rooted in the complicated 

debates of the materials of sculpture, meanings emerge over time within 

Steve Bunn
Studio Technician, 
Sculpture
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the workshops. It’s thought provoking and physically demanding—often 

requiring immediate solutions to problems while addressing long-term issues. 

I have never upheld the distinction between academic and technical roles.  

As a part-time lecturer in undergraduate fine art Sculpture, Technician at 

the RCA and a practising artist, I observe a variety of approaches to making 

sculpture. Cash-poor undergraduate students are resourceful, making off 

with junk and recycling off-cuts. Their ambition is to experiment with 

hierarchies in making, to reject the age-old techniques of their predecessors 

in favour of new methods, piloting new forms and stamping their aims into 

the current cultural context. The tendency is for a rapid turnover of new 

ideas, the emphasis within the prolific rather than the complete. Slower by 

comparison, the MA students tend to hone their skills, sharpen their practice 

and utilize their time judiciously. The exhibitions are well planned, the work 

more elaborate and momentous, their approach is altogether more resolute.  

My own training and continued professional development gives me a lexicon 

of experiences relevant to either methodology. The liberal eclecticism and 

empirical processes common to the undergraduates is a good antidote to the 

conscientiousness needed in the RCA workshops. Equally, the requirements 

and demands of the postgraduates prevent me from abandoning my  

technical expertise in favour of the non-interventional trend-setters. Crucially, 

I have a choice.

Having spent many years in the workshop following the technical demands 

of my own work, perfecting techniques, learning new skills and familiarizing 

myself with a range of materials, I have experience from which I can draw. 

This is particularly useful when demonstrating the more complicated pro-

cedures within the fine art practices. Arguably, the most profound education 

exists in the foundry. Where else in the studio can a student combine the 

practicalities of a lengthy process with a sustained belief in the outcome? 

From the humble beginnings of a squeeze of clay, through the steep learning 

about tools, formulae, chemistry—to an object, or replica or reproduction:  

each step involves coordination, negotiation and prolonged effort.  

The importance of tools, equipment and process is within the ‘experience’ 

of the workshop and how it influences personal development. As a Technician, 

I play a key role in this dialogue.

Steve Bunn is a Lecturer in the Sculpture Department of Brighton University 

and a part-time Technician in the Sculpture School at the RCA. His recent 

projects have included the design and implementation of the workshops in 

RCA Battersea, project coordinator for the Parks and Gardens at the 2012 

Olympic Site and ongoing research into monumental minimalism.
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